The disparate presynaptic MF plasticity in response has been gained concerning plasticity of excitatory to the same induction protocol at SLIN versus PYR syndrive onto inhibitory interneurons. Moreover, excitatory apses could be achieved by anatomical segregation of transmission typically displays cell target-specific regdifferent signaling molecules to terminal sites contacting ulation, indicating that the same rules governing plasSLINs and PYRs. One protein capable of regulating presynaptic function, known to be differentially expressed at MF terminals contacting interneurons and PYRs, is the
cies differences), highlighting the compartmentalized of MF-SLIN synaptic transmission: EPSC amplitude nature of synaptic regulation within MF terminals conwas 51% ± 7.9% of control 15 min post-tetanus (n = tacting SLINs and PYRs. 10; p = 7.5 × 10 −4 ; Figures 3A and 3C ). The presynaptic locus of expression was confirmed by significant increases in PPR, CV, and failure rates following LTD inActivity-Induced MF-SLIN LTD Requires duction ( Figure 3D ). Furthermore, LTD of excitatory mGluR7 Activation drive onto SLINs was input specific, since in experiHaving determined that mGluR7 activation by exogements where CA3 collaterals (DCGIV insensitive) were nous agonist paired with basal synaptic stimulation is stimulated, EPSC amplitude remained stable after HFS sufficient to produce presynaptic MF-SLIN LTD, we ( Figure 3C ; cf. Laezza et al., 1999) . To determine if next examined whether mGluR7 is necessary for activmGluR7 activation is necessary for activity-induced ity-induced presynaptic LTD at this synapse. In control recordings, HFS of MF afferents produced robust LTD MF-SLIN LTD, slices were perfused with the selective 
